Following Law on Energy Regulator approved by the Assembly of Kosova ERO has been founded as an independent authority, completely independent from every governmental department, in order to perform economic regulation in the energy Sector (Electrical Energy, Central Heating and Natural Gas).
ERO issued Decisions during the period June-December 2007

-DECISION D_55_2007, Reply to KEK JSC request for derogating the provisions of the Rule on Licensing of Energy Activities in Kosova.


-DECISION D_61_2007 on approval of the Electrical Energy Standards Code, Switching on Agreement; KOSTT Sh.A Ethical and Conduct Code and the consent on agreement format for purchase of transmission losses for KOSTT Sh.A.-relative to customer's appeals.


-DECISION D_67_2007 On approval of the provisional procedures for identification and prevention of unauthorized electrical energy consumption as well as for approval of the provisional procedures for billing and reading of KEK Sh.A.'s domestic customers.

-DECISION D_68_2007 For granting consent on the KOSTT Sh. agreement format for cooperation with the Transmission System operators (TSO) of the neighboring countries.

-DECISION D_70_2007 On the approval of the allowed incomes for the City Central Heating Company Termokos Sh.A. for the heating season 2007/2008

-DECISION D_71_2007 On approval of the allowed incomes for the City Central Heating- Gjakova Sh.A for the heating season 2007/2008

-DECISION D_72_2007 on tariff approval for CH Termokos Sh.A. for the whole six months of the heating season 2007/2008

-DECISION D_73_2007 on tariff approval for CH Termokos Sh.A. for the whole six months of the heating season 2007/2008

ERO participation in international conferences, June-December 2007

July 5th 2007: Participation in the Energy Community Regulatory Board (ECRB) in Athens, Greece;

July 23-27th 2007: Summer school organized by ERRA and CEU; Budapest, Hungary


Sept.16-19 2007: Workshop, Tirana, Albania “Regional workshop on unified Accounting & Regulatory Reporting System”

Sept. 18th 2007: Energy Community Regulatory Board’s Electrical Energy Working group meeting in Zagreb, Croatia
Sept 19th 2007: Initial meeting of the Implementing Group of the Office for coordinated auction and allocation of transmission capacities – Zagreb;

Sept 27th 2007: Participation in the IV-th meeting of the Regulatory Board ensuing the SEE Energy Treaty; Athens, Greece
Sept 28th 2007: Participation in the conference “Energy Community Investment Conference” organized by the SEE Energy Community in Athens;

October 25th 2007 – The 6th ECRB GAS working group meeting in Athens;
November 07-08th 2007: ERRA–LRWG legislative-regulatory group meeting; Almatv-Kazakhstan
November 12-13th 2007 “Training program on Energy for SEE countries”, Ljubljana-Slovenia;
Nov 14-15th 2007 “Seminar on KESH distribution network privatization:” Tirana, Albania

**ERO Participation in domestic meetings, workshops and seminars during the period June-December 2007**

**June 04-5th 2007** - AUK organized seminar regarding “Electrical energy restructuring in USA and SEE experiences”
June 12th 2007 - Meeting with the parliamentary group ORA, Committee on Economy, Industry, Energetics and Mines regarding to: New tariffs Review; etc);
June 19th 2007 - Meeting with the representatives of the German company “REMA” concerning the possibilities of private investments in the energy sector;

**July 17th 2007**: Participation in the meeting with the stakeholders of Macedonian distribution’s privatization, organized by USAID;

**August 22nd 2007** – Meeting with PB Power for investments in ERO;
**Sept 07th 2007** - Meeting with PARSONS BRINCKENHOFF (“Kosova C” project) advisors, representative of MEM and ERO concerning the ERO role on the energy sector in Kosova;
**Sept 17th 2007** - Meeting with PriceWaterhouseCoopers (“Kosova C” project) advisors, representative of MEM and ERO concerning the ERO role on the energy sector in Kosova;
**Sept 18th 2007** – Participation in the Energy sector workshop organized by the European Integration Agency in presence of European Energy Committee representatives;

**Sept 20th 2007** - Meeting with the Resources and Logistics representatives, Paris, France concerning the evaluation of the EAR projects on technical and institutional support to ERO;
**Sept 24th 2007** - Meeting with NARUC and USAID representatives regarding the organization of ERO staff training;
**Sept 25th 2007** - Meeting with the World Bank representatives concerning the ESTAP III Tariffs project evaluation;

**Sept 27th 2007** – Participation in the IV-th meeting of the Regulatory Board ensuing the SEE Energy Treaty;
**Oct 3rd 2007** - Meeting with KEK SH.A PA- Consulting Group regarding the tariff calculation model;
**Oct 22nd 2007** - Workshop in AUK organized by NARUC and ERRA, “ERO Role and importance in the Energy Sector in Kosova” prepared by ERO.

**Nov 09th 2007** - Meeting with UNDP representative concerning issues of the energy sector development;
**Nov 20th 2007** - Meeting with MEM representatives concerning the Electrical Energy and Gas Roadmap;
ERO Priority activities for 2008

- Completion of the Regulatory Framework;
- Monitoring of the Legal layout, organizational, decision-making and accounts of energy enterprises pursuant to Kosovar legislation on energy;
- Development of the liberal energy market in conformity with the SEE Energy Community Treaty criterias (KEEJL);
- Further implementation of the “Acquis Communautaire” on energy (EC directives no: 2003/54 and 2003/55, as well as EC regulations no: 1228/2003), as well as other obligations bound to getting membership in this community;
- Stimulation of new private investment projects in the energy sector of Kosova;
- Monitoring the Energy sector and conformity with prevailing legislation and licenses in Kosova.

All ERO Rules and Decisions may be found in: www.ero-ks.org